Carpal tunnel syndrome or C8/T1 radiculoneuropathy due to perinural cyst: A diagnostic conundrum
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Abstract
Perineural cysts are usually described in Lumbosacral region and are uncommonly seen in cervical spine. These are mostly asymptomatic, with only a few cases of symptomatic cervical perineural cysts. No previous case report of perineural cyst causing C8/T1 radiculoneuropathy mimicking clinically as Carpal tunnel syndrome is reported in the literature. We report a case of elderly female who was operated for presumed Carpal tunnel syndrome. However, her symptoms did not improve. The MRI of the patient revealed presence of perineural cysts at the level of C8/T1 exiting nerve root, compressing it and causing the symptoms. We present the clinical, nerve conduction study and radiological presentation of cervical perineural cyst mimicking Carpal tunnel syndrome in this patient.
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Introduction
Perineural or Tarlov cysts are detected incidentally on routine MRI imaging of spine and are commonly found to occur in Lumbosacral region. Occurrence of perineural cyst in cervical region is uncommonly seen with very few case reports. They are largely asymptomatic with only few cases that are reported, showing them to cause Cubital tunnel syndrome or mimicking an intra-spinal tumor. MRI is the investigation of choice to diagnose these lesions and may require additional sequences to delineate the relationship of the cyst with the nerve roots.

Carpal tunnel syndrome is an entrapment neuropathy commonly seen in females with peak incidence in 40–60 years with symptoms of paresthesia and numbness in the median nerve sensory distribution, eventually causing thenar muscle atrophy.

We present a case of elderly female who presented with symptoms mimicking clinically Carpal tunnel syndrome and was operated for the same. However, worsening of the symptoms led to further investigations with MR spine imaging revealing perineural cysts at C8/T1 level.

Case Report
A 42-year-old female presented with chief complaints of paresthesia and pain in right hand. There was no history of fever or trauma.
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Initially it started with intermittent pinprick sensations and mild pain over right hand below the wrist which gradually progressed to persistent pain and she started having difficulty in using first two digits and the thumb. Initially she was clinically diagnosed as Carpal tunnel syndrome and median nerve decompression at Carpal tunnel was done before presenting to us. However, her symptoms continue to worsen after surgery so she was evaluated further at our institute.

On examination, wasting of right thenar region was present as compared to left side [Figure 1]. There was hyperalgesia over digits of right hand. With a presumed diagnosis of right brachial plexopathy or cervical radiculopathy, nerve conduction studies were performed in this patient. Right median sensory nerve action potential (SNAP) and the compound action muscular potential (CMAP) were not recordable. Right ulnar SNAP was normal, however CMAP was reduced. Right radial, axillary and musculo-cutaneous nerves showed normal SNAP and CMAP values. Right median SNAP was reduced likely because of post op changes resulting in partial nerve injury at local site.

In view of reduced CMAP values in both median and ulnar nerves pathology at C8/T1 radicles or lower brachial plexus was suspected.

Subsequently the patient was referred for MRI examination of right brachial plexus to rule out plexitis/mass lesion. Right Brachial plexus showed normal signal intensity with no abnormal enhancement, thus ruling out clinical possibility of brachial plexitis.

There was presence of well-defined cystic lesion measuring 6.1 × 3.4 mm at the level of right C8/T1 nerve root. Another similar cyst was noted one level higher. These lesions were hypo-intense on T1 weighted images and hyper-intense on T2 weighted images [Figure 2]. They were in close relation to the exiting nerve roots [Figure 3]. No e/o any contrast enhancement was seen [Figure 4]. Based on these findings a diagnosis of perineural cyst was made. The patient was managed conservatively. She is currently on follow-up with physiotherapy and shown mild improvement in symptoms. Microsurgical intervention will be planned if there is worsening of symptoms.

**Discussion**

The Carpal tunnel syndrome is the commonest entrapment neuropathy with reported incidence up to 1% of population. It is caused because of compression of the median nerve at the carpal tunnel and is associated with paresthesia and numbness in the median nerve sensory distribution. However, a differential diagnosis of Carpal tunnel syndrome include cervical radiculopathy, pancoast tumor, nerve sheath tumors, thoracic outlet syndrome, lower brachial plexopathy, idiopathic brachial plexitis, syringomyelia, and motor neuron disease.
Cervical radiculopathy is the commonest mimicker of Carpal tunnel syndrome, however there will be presence of numbness and weakness in proximal dermatomes with associated neck pain, which may be aggravated with motion, coughing, or sneezing. Cervical syringomyelia has characteristic dissociative sensory loss. Thoracic outlet syndrome produces symptoms predominantly in ulnar nerve distribution. In case of idiopathic brachial plexitis there is usually prodromal phase of severe pain in proximal limb, followed by weakness in one or more peripheral nerves with no specific distribution pattern.\[^6\]

Perineural cysts are cystic CSF filled dilatation between the perineurium and endoneurium of nerve roots. They are commonly seen at the lumbo-sacral level and are usually asymptomatic.\[^7\] Rarely these may cause symptoms related to nerve root compression causing radiculopathy, pain, paraesthesia and even bowel or bladder dysfunction. Cervical perineural cysts mimicking as tumor and even presenting as cubital tunnel syndrome has been reported before.\[^2,3\]

The cause of the enlargement of the cyst is attributed to active secretion of the inner cells of the cyst, the osmotic gradient between the arachnoid membrane and cyst, the pulsation of CSF, and the formation of a valve between the cyst and subarachnoid space with the last one appearing to be the most convincing theory.\[^8,9\]

MRI is modality of choice for evaluating signal characteristics of perineural cysts that have CSF like intensity on T1 and T2-weighted images with lack of contrast enhancement and also to evaluate the relationship of the cyst to the thecal sac and exiting nerve root. Associated findings such as fluid volume in the cyst and presence of adjacent mass effect resulting in bone erosion or neural foramina enlargement can also be accurately visualized.\[^2\]

On imaging, diseases, which are included in the list of differential diagnosis of perineural cyst are meningeal diverticula and meningeal pouch. Pseudo-meningocele is another potential differential diagnosis, however is usually associated with trauma.\[^10\]

The treatment of symptomatic cysts is largely controversial and includes surgical decompression; computed tomography guided percutaneous and epidurally injected steroids.\[^11\]

In conclusion, the characteristic location along the nerve fibers established the diagnosis of perineural cyst in this present case. These cysts though largely asymptomatic may result in varied clinical presentation including atypical presentations such as Carpal tunnel syndrome. MRI of cervical spine including brachial plexus should be included in standard workup of entrapment neuropathies.
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